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The Department of Education (DepEd) released Memorandum No. 27 s. 2020 where it affixed with IACACP-Inter-Agency Council against child pornography. Second Tuesday of February 5 was named as Safer Internet Day for Children Philippines with Presidential Proclamation no. 417. It targets the public to have awareness in using the internet for children. Elementary and secondary schools are highly recommended to discuss cyber safety issues like cyberbullying, online sexual abuse and exploitation of children.

The DepEd created the learning resources with different partners: Dalir-eskwela materials – This is partnered with Internet and Mobile Marketing Association of the Philippines (IMMAP) and Stairway Foundation. This has ideas of cyber safety and brochure for parents; Cybersafe lesson plans – This is with partnership with Stairway Foundation created lesson plans. This teaches positive behavior and account privacy, image and content sharing, online friending, online pornography, online gaming and online relationship; Cyber safe e-Learning courses – for learners and school personnel and Facebook Philippines Digital Tayo modules – This is to teach Filipinos how to be a responsible digital citizen.

To some degree, this has elevated learning to occur anyplace at any rate. Access to the Internet is key to accomplishing this vision for what has to come. It can improve the nature of training from numerous points of view. It opens entryways to an abundance of data, information and instructive assets, expanding open doors for learning in and past the classroom. Educators utilize online materials to plan exercises, and students to
expands their scope of learning. Interactive teaching techniques, bolstered by the Internet, empower instructors to concentrate on singular students' needs and bolster shared learning. This can assist with correcting imbalances in instruction experienced by young ladies. Access to the Internet causes instructive chairmen to decrease the expenses and improve the nature of schools (Brabazon, 2015).

Governments need to set up legitimate and administrative structures that urge interest so as to beat these constraints – including thought of new nearby access and foundation models and interest in worldwide availability, in national and neighborhood systems, in Internet offices, for example, Internet Exchange Points (IXPs) and in content framework, for example, server farms and facilitating assets (Jagboro, 2014). Internet innovation use in higher learning organizations has been seen in alternate points of view. Students and instructors much of the time utilize this asset in inquire about. It has additionally made it feasible for students to get modern data in regards to various developments occurring in various orders and this can be gets to from various databases with academic data.
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